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Introduction

The observation that languages, cultures, and societies differ
from one another in many varied respects and that these differences
may be described in terms of linguistic, cultural, and social
patterns is far from novel. It is only in recent years, however,
that we have increasingly witnessed the fast-growing realization
that in addition to the independent patterned variation found
among the world's languages, cultures, and societies, the variation
found in these fields viewed as a whole exhibits certain kinds of
interrelated patterns as well. For the linguist, this realization
has resulted in the long overdue awareness that the study of
language cannot proceed without an appreciation of the social and
cultural setting in which language is found.
The papers included in this volume were presented at the
Symposium on African Language, Culture, and Society, held at The
Ohio State University, Columbus, on April 11, 1975. Several of the
papers have benefitted from revision following the discussion and
debate which accompanied their presentation.
The Symposium was arranged to coincide with the Sixth Conference
on African Linguistics which was held on April 12 and 13, 1975.
The orientation of this series of annual conferences dealing with
African languages has traditionally been more descriptive and
formally linguistic than the Symposium set out to be. This can be
seen by examining the Conference papers appearing in the
Proceedings of the Sixth Conference on African Linguistics which
comprises a separate volume in the Ohio State Working Papers in
Linguistics series. A copy of the Conference program is appended
at the end of this volume. The Department of Linguistics was happy
to have the opportunity to coordinate these two meetings; it enabled
participants in both to meet with and discuss their presentations
with a large number of scholars from several related fields of
interest .
. All of the papers delivered at the Symposium are reproduced
here with the exception of the papers by Eyamba Bokamba (University
of Illinois) entitled "Authenticity and the Choice of National
Language: the Case of Zaire" and Ayo Ba.mgbo~e (University of Ibadan)
entitled "Mother Tongue Education in West Africa". Dr. Ba.mgbo~e's
paper is being inco::::-porated into a· larger work on that topic which
he is currently preparing for UNESCO. We have included in this
volume the Conference paper by Chet A. Creider and J. Peter Denny,
"The Semantics of Noun Classes in Proto-Bantu", which offers a
clear example of cultural and linguistic co-variation and which
nicely complements Edgar Polome's paper on the Proto-Bantu lexicon
and its cultural implications. Also included here is the paper by
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Charles DeBose, "Creole Speech Communities", which was likewise
presented at the Conference on African Linguistics. In the final
analysis the subject matter of these papers seemed very appropriate
to the theme of this volume. We regret that the two papers
originally scheduled for delivery at the Symposium by Soviet
scholars could not be presented. In the interest of an open exchange
of ideas, we have taken the liberty to reproduce the abstracts for
these papers here.
It will be observed that of the eighteen contributions to this
volume, six deal with the related issues of language reform and
language planning including such aspects as the choice of national
and official languages. These are the papers by Joshua Fishman,
Istvrui Fodor, Paul Kotey, Joyce Okezie, E. J. Emeka Okonkwo, and
Maurice Tadadjeu. They include both general proposals for theoretical
models as well as specific proposals for particular linguistic
situations. This wealth of papers reflects the growing interest in
the use or application of linguistics in spheres where the role of
the trained linguist has traditionally been limited.
Co-variation in social and linguistic patterns is examined in
several papers in Part 2 of this volume. Carol Scotton's paper on
Lagos society and Bruce Johnson's paper on a triglossic situation
at Larteh, Ghana discuss various aspects of the complex patterns of
language allocation and use. Charles DeBose's paper is of a more
general nature and provides an overview of creole speech communities
examining the typologies which have been proposed for their description.
Ekkehard Wolff's presentation provides a clear statement of the
conceptual organization of the study of language, culture, and
society as it is practiced in West German linguistics. The interaction of cultural and linguistic patterns is treated in the
contributions by M. L. Bender, Chet Creider and J. Peter Denny,
Edgar Polome, and William Welmers. These papers demonstrate the
importance of linguistic study for the reconstruction of cultural
history and the crucial role of the latter in an understanding of
synchronic language patterns. Clifford Hill's paper on cognitive
variation attempts to demonstrate how different cultural perspectives
may be encoded in different linguistic patterns and the importance
of understanding these patterns for education. Lastly, the paper
by Ihechukwu Madubuike examines the role of language in literature,
particularly as exemplified in the writings of African authors
writing in European languages.
Undoubtedly, many aspects which could have been treated under
the scope of the Symposium have been ignored. Of these aspects
which have been treated, some received a much fuller exposition than
others. The topic of the Symposium was purposely broad since the
field it purports to bring together from several disciplines is
itself rather recent and still loosely defined. Thus, there can
be no question at this time of a summing up of what is known in
this area. This volume can at best be regarded as a progress
report and that itself is already perhaps too ambitious an appellation since many of the observations reported are rudimentary and
tentative. Also, no real attempt was made by the organizers to
provide a systematic survey of all the aspects of the topic or even
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a general overview. For this latter reason , we have chosen to
present the papers in two sections of which only the first may be
said to have a single unified theme--language planning. Although
many papers from Part 2 seem to group themselves nicely into small
subfields, e.g., the papers on patterns of language use, those
dealing with language as a reflection of cultural history, etc .,
there is a good deal of overlap and arbitrariness in any complete
sub-grouping.
We are grateful to all contributors for the time and thought
which went into the preparation of manuscripts for this volume and
for their complying with deadlines which facilitated the appearance
of the proceedings with a minimum delay after the Symposium. We
are also grateful to all those who attended and participated in the
Symposium for their interest, attention, and discussion.
For help in organizing the Symposium, I am indebted to a large
number of people. I would like to thank Dr. Olga Garnica (Ohio
State University) for chairing the Lecture Program Committee and
also Larry Human (University of California, Berkeley, and University
of Southern California), Will Leben (Stanford), Herb Stahlke (Georgia
State), and Arnold Zwicky (Ohio State) who served with me on the
Abstracts Committee . For financial support, we are obliged to Dean
Arthur Adams of the College of Humanities, Ohio State University and
to the Department of Linguistics. For their patient listening
and advice on a wide range of organizational problems I would like
to thank Arnold Zwicky and especially Dr. Michael L. Geis, Chairman
of the Department of Linguistics. Finally, as with everything which
bears the stamp of Ohio State Linguistics, we are greatly indebted
to Marlene Deetz Payha for her administrative expertise and her
invaluable assistance in the preparation of this volume.

Robert K. Herbert
Conference Coordinator

Columbus, Ohio
August 1975
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